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Reviewer's report:

The authors reported the Q-Motor test for Q-GFA and Q-IMA using a grip instrument with a force-torque sensor as potentially useful quantitative measures for muscular symptoms in MG. PI and OI were higher in MG patients compared to healthy controls, although there was no difference in isometric grip force between the two groups. PI and OI correlated significantly with total QMG. And, the authors concluded that the Q-Motor test might be useful tools to quantitatively assess muscular weakness and early deficits in motor coordination in MG. At the same time, they appear to be aware of several limitations of this paper.

The reviewer feels that this is a potentially interesting paper, but which raises a few questions as follows:

Does abnormal value of Q-IMA without decrease in grip force reflect the easy fatigability in upper extremities and/or hand grip of each MG patient? If so, did PI and OI correlate more significantly with items for arm-outstretch time and/or hand grip in QMG compared with total QMG. What are "deficits in motor coordination in MG"? The reviewer feels that it would be better to comment on what Q-IMA reflect in MG patients with various distributions of symptoms. Is there no difference in PI and OI between ocular and generalized MG?

The authors commented that Q-Motor assessments are easily applicable methods, so I want to know how much time does Q-Motor assessments require.

Are the methods appropriate and well described?

If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.

Yes
Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.
Yes

Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.
Yes

Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.
I am able to assess the statistics

Quality of written English
Please indicate the quality of language in the manuscript:
Acceptable
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